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The modelling of water treatment processes is challenging because of its complexity, nonlinearity, and numerous contributory
variables, but it is of particular importance since water of low quality causes health-related and economic problems which have a
considerable impact on people’s daily lives. Linear and nonlinear modelling methods are used here to model residual aluminium
and turbidity in treated water, using both laboratory and process data as input variables. The approach includes variable selection
to find the most important factors affecting the quality parameters. Correlations of∼0.7–0.9 between the modelled and real values
for the target parameters were ultimately achieved. This data analysis procedure seems to provide an efficient means of modelling
the water treatment process and defining its most essential variables.

1. Introduction

Water quality is becoming an ever more important issue, as
water of low quality causes many significant problems. In
particular, there is a wide range of microbial and chemical
constituents of drinking water that can cause either acute
or chronic detrimental health effects, and the detection of
these constituents in treated water is often time-consuming,
complex, and expensive [1]. On the other hand, water of bad
quality can also be harmful from an economic perspective,
as resources have to be directed towards improving the
water supply system every time a problem occurs. For these
reasons, there is growing pressure to improve water treat-
ment and water quality management in order to ensure safe
drinking water at reasonable costs. Systematic assessments of
raw water, treatment processes, and operational monitoring
issues are needed to meet these challenges.

There are many parameters which can be used to measure
the quality of water, of which turbidity is a common one,
the purpose being to measure impurities in the water. In
a physical sense, turbidity is a reduction in the clarity of
water due to the presence of suspended or colloidal particles,
and it is commonly used as an indicator of the general
condition of drinking water [1]. Furthermore, turbidity has

been used for many decades as an indicator of the efficiency
of drinking water coagulation and filtration processes, so that
it is an important operational parameter for this reason, too.
High turbidity values refer to poor disinfection and possibly
to fouling problems in the distribution network, so that
turbidity should be minimized [2]. However, turbidity is a
quite sensible and faulty measurement, and many variables
and phenomena are influencing it. This makes turbidity
challenging for modeling purposes [1, 2].

Another important quality parameter for treated water is
residual aluminium, especially when aluminium flocculants
are used in the treatment process [2]. Residual aluminium
causes turbidity in water networks, resulting in acceptability
problems for consumers [1]. Usually the phenomenon can
be seen when residual aluminium exceeds 0.1–0.2 mg/L,
which are the usual guideline levels for residual aluminium
[1]. In addition, metals such as aluminium have been
implicated in the pathogenesis of Alzheimer’s disease [3].
Some epidemiological studies show that there can be a
correlation between neural disorders and Al concentrations
of 0.1 mg/L in the drinking water [3].

Many chemical and physical features of raw water affect
the water treatment process. Many organic and inorganic
compounds in suspended, colloid, or solved form influence
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the flocculation process. Organic compounds, which are
usually measured by a KMnO4 test, play an essential role in
the process. Furthermore, many inorganic compounds such
as the silicate or the pH of raw water also affect the process.
As an example of physical parameters, the water temperature
has a remarkable influence on the flocculation in water
treatment processes [4–6]. Naturally process conditions also
have a great effect. The dose of the flocculation chemical
is naturally the key parameter, as is the adjusted pH value.
Further, hydraulic variables such as flow to the process or
filters affect the performance [2].

Moreover, in water treatment there are observable cycles
or episodic events present which cause the process to behave
dynamically. The variation in water consumption is one of
these, causing changes not only within a day but also within a
week and even within a year. Year cycles can be distinguished
even more clearly if surface water is treated, because the
water temperature is observed to have some effects on the
process [7]. In addition, the phenomena existing in the
process are usually state dependent, meaning that a certain
phenomenon in the process may work differently in different
process conditions [8].

As a general tool which can be of assistance in improving
water treatment, the modelling of water processes has
confronted many challenges. Since the treatment processes
involved are physically and chemically heterogeneous [4–
6], the water and process parameters are generally complex
and their mutual interactions nonlinear [9]. Furthermore,
successful applications of traditional mechanistic models
are limited to idealized, artificial systems [10], so that the
correlation between simulated and experimental data from
real processes has been poor and expensive in situ testing has
been needed [9–11].

A process-oriented approach performs optimizations
based on real process data. In practice, the variables used in
modelling are derived from archived laboratory or process
data resources. At present, data-based multivariate methods
such as multiple linear regression (MLR) and artificial
neural networks such as multilayer perceptrons (MLPs)
are considered advantageous for analysing process data.
Many applications have demonstrated that they provide
an efficient automated method for modelling industrial
process data [12–14]. Data-based modelling has also been
used in connection with wastewater treatment [15], water
resources [16, 17], water distribution systems [18], and water
treatment. The most general applications to water treatment
processes involve the prediction of quality parameters such as
turbidity, colour [9, 19], or the optimal dosing of flocculation
chemicals [9, 11].

MLPs, above all, have proved their efficiency in the
modelling of water treatment processes. The method has
many advantages: the MLP technique is robust and allows the
development of multivariate, nonlinear models without any
physical or chemical knowledge of the process [11], which
means that it offers a computationally powerful alternative
for complex problems in which nonlinearity is present. The
drawback with MLP models, however, is that they have more
complex mathematical formulae than more explicit models
such as those based on linear regression. MLP also requires

substantially more knowledge from the user than do simpler
statistical methods. It is therefore reasonable to use this
technique only in applications where linear methods have
failed.

Traditionally, multivariate analysis methods such as
factor analysis and principal component analysis (PCA) have
been widely used in analyzing hydrological system. However,
the limitations of conventional multivariate statistical meth-
ods arising from the challenges mentioned earlier are known
[20].

In summary, understanding the complex relationships
and phenomena prevailing in large systems is a challenging
task. The quality of water in a treatment process, for example,
may be affected by several factors which either are not
known thoroughly or which have not been verified on an
experimental basis. For these reasons, data-based modelling
methods, such as MLP, would be preferable for modelling of
water treatment processes.

In this paper we employ a multivariate linear regression
method (MLR) and a nonlinear modelling method (MLP) to
model turbidity and residual aluminium in a water treatment
process using both process and laboratory data as model
inputs. Because process data typically consist of a large
number of variables, we use variable selection as a diagnosis
tool to find the most important input variables affecting
the outputs. We compare the results of the MLR and MLP
models to explore their applicability to real-life modelling
purposes.

2. Process and Data

The experimental data were collected from the water treat-
ment plant of Suomen Sokeri in Kirkkonummi, Finland. The
plant uses mainly surface water from Lake Humaljärvi or a
mixture of this with water from the Pikkala reservoir. The
process is a typical chemical process with a coagulation and
flocculation unit, flotation, and powdered activated carbon
(PAC) filtration (see Figure 1). PAX-14, an aluminium-based
coagulation chemical produced by Kemira Kemwater, is used
in doses varying between 30 and 80 g/m3. The dose is set
as a function of the raw water KMnO4 content, so that the
Al/KMnO4 ratio will be between 0.8 and 2 kgAl/kgKMnO4.
For most of the time, the ratio is near 1.3. The final decision
regarding the dose is in the hands of the process personnel.
The process is shown in Figure 1.

The pH value is adjusted to 6.1–6.3 with calcium
hydroxide before flocculation, this having been found exper-
imentally to be the optimum pH for removing organic
compounds and turbidity. After filtration it is readjusted
to 8.2 to be suitable for distribution. Finally, the water
is disinfected with UV radiation and by adding sodium
hypochlorite.

The data were obtained from process and laboratory
measurements over a period of 373 days. The original process
data period was 5 minutes, which was averaged to daily data
in order to be comparable to the laboratory data. Before
modelling, the outliers in the data were filtered out manually
and the missing data points filled in by linear interpolation.
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Figure 1: The water treatment process used by Suomen Sokeri. The numbers refer to the measuring points for the variables (see Tables 1
and 2).

The raw water and process variables are shown in Tables 1
and 2, Figure respectively.

Some of the process variables were left out before mod-
elling, so that only those variables were chosen which could
potentially have an effect on the output when manipulated by
the controllers, for example. Consequently, all the variables
measured after the output measuring point were omitted, as
also were those variables which cannot be converted to on-
line measurements. In addition, variables containing data of
bad quality (e.g., too many missing data points) were ruled
out manually. The measuring points for the process variables
are shown in Figure 1.

3. Methods

3.1. Multiple Linear Regression (MLR). MLR [7] can be
used to model the relationship between two or more
explanatory variables and a response variable by fitting a
linear equation to observed data samples. An MLR model
with N observations and P variables is defined by

yi = b0 + b1xi1 + b2xi2 + · · ·+bPxiP + εi,

for i = 1, 2, . . . ,N ,
(1)

where y denotes the value of the response variable, x is the
value of the predictor (explanatory) variable, b0 is a constant,
b1 · · · bP equal the unknown coefficients to be estimated,
and ε comprises the uncontrolled factors and experimental
errors in the model. The fitting is performed by minimizing
the sum of the squares of the vertical deviations from each
data point to the line that fits best for the observed data,
which is known as least squares fitting.

3.2. Multilayer Perceptrons (MLPs). MLP networks are well-
known feed-forward neural networks [12, 14] consisting of
processing elements, called neurons, and connections. The
neurons are arranged in three or more layers: an input layer,

one or more hidden layers, and an output layer. An MLP
network is trained with data samples, leading to a supervised
learning procedure. The network input signals are processed
forward through successive layers of neurons on a layer-by-
layer basis. In the first phase the input layer distributes the
inputs to the first hidden layer. Next, the hidden neurons
summarize the inputs based on predefined weights, which
either weaken or strengthen the effect of each input. The
weights are determined by learning from examples (i.e., data
samples), which is called supervised learning. Eventually, the
inputs are processed by a transfer function, and the result is
transferred as a linear combination to the next layer, which is
generally the output layer. The performance of the model is
then evaluated with an independent validation data set.

MLP neural networks must be trained for each problem
separately. A popular MLP training technique is the back-
propagation algorithm [21], in which the output values are
compared with the proper answer from the original data in
order to calculate the value for a predefined error function.
Eventually the iterative training procedure defines a set of
weights which minimize the error between the actual and
expected outputs for all input patterns. In summary, the
back-propagation training proceeds in two phases [12].

(1) Forward Phase. The network weights are fixed and the
input is forwarded through the network until it reaches the
output.

(2) Backward Phase. The output of the network is compared
with the desired response to obtain an error signal, which is
propagated backwards in the network. In the meantime, the
network weights are adjusted successively to minimize the
error.

3.3. Selection of Variables. The enormously increased
amount of information available in recent years has caused
the selection of variables or reduction of model inputs,
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Table 1: Raw water variables used for modelling and their
correlations with residual Al and turbidity.

Variable Unit
Correlation

with
residual Al

Correlation
with

turbidity

1 pH of raw water 0.21 0.21

2 KMnO4 of raw water mg/L O2 0.18 0.33

3 Hardness of raw water mmol/L 0.27 0.22

4 Colour of raw water mg Pt 0.19 0.27

5 Conductivity of raw water mS/m 0.34 0.38

6 Silicates on raw water mg/L 0.35 0.28

7 Turbidity of raw water NTU 0.07 0.06

to become a relevant part of data analysis [22–25]. The
objective of this selection procedure can be to improve
the prediction performance of the model, to provide faster
processing of the data or to provide a better understanding
of the process [24]. When exploiting artificial neural
networks for computation purposes, for instance, reducing
the number of model inputs may shorten the computing
times significantly. With respect to certain tasks such as
process diagnostics, however, it is also useful to discover the
main factors affecting the physical phenomena.

In practice, the aim is to select a subset p from the set of
P variables without appreciably degrading the performance
of the model and possibly improving it. Although exhaustive
subset selection methods involve the evaluation of a very
large number of subsets, the number to be evaluated can be
reduced significantly by using suboptimal search procedures
[26]. One of these is the sequential forward selection method,
which was used for the selection of variables in this case.

In sequential forward selection, the variables are included
in progressively larger subsets so that the prediction perfor-
mance of the model is maximized. To select p variables from
the set P,

(1) search for the variable that gives the best value for the
selected criterion;

(2) search for the variable that gives the best value with
the variable(s) selected in stage 1;

(3) repeat stage 2 until p variables have been selected;

3.4. Application of Methods. At the first stage variables were
selected using multiple linear regression and a sequential
forward search. The data were divided into two subsets:
a training subset comprising 2/3 of the total number of
samples, to be used for training the model, and a validation
data set consisting of the remaining 1/3 of the samples, to be
used as an independent means of testing the model. The first
eight variables that improved the performance of the model
most were finally chosen, because in practice the models did
not seem to improve beyond this point.

Next, variables were selected using an MLP network
with a back-propagation algorithm and a sequential forward
search. The data were divided into three subsets: a training

Table 2: Process variables used for modelling and their correlations
with residual Al and turbidity.

Variable Unit
Correlation

with
residual Al

Correlation
with

turbidity

8
Intake from Lake
Humaljärvi

m3/h −0.16 −0.27

9
Intake from the
pikkala reservoir

m3/h 0.25 0.39

10 Total intake of water m3/h −0.033 −0.07

11 Aluminium feed L/h 0.11 0.23

12 Filter wash water m3/h −0.36 −0.12

13
Proportion of Lake
Humaljärvi/Pikkala
reservoir water intake

% −0.52 −0.38

14
Surface level of Lake
Humaljärvi

m 0.28 0.14

15 KMnO4 of raw water mg/L 0.065 0.44

16 Flocculation pH

17 Water temperature ◦C −0.72 −0.42

18 Aluminium dose g/m3 0.25 0.46

19
Aluminium dose/raw
water KMnO4

0.052 −0.08

20 Flow to filter 1 m3/h 0,078 0.03

21 Flow to filter 2 m3/h 0,22 0.19

22 Flow to filter 3 m3/h −0.097 −0.11

23 Flow to filter 4 m3/h 0.31 −0.32

subset, comprising 2/3 of the total number of samples, to
be used for training the network, of which a test subset
containing 20% of the training data was reserved for back-
propagation error calculations and a validation data set,
consisting of the remaining 1/3 of the samples, to be used
as an independent means of testing the model.

The artificial neural network consisted of the process
parameters as inputs, one hidden layer with 5 neurons and
the output neuron describing the predicted variable. The
parameters of the neural network and the training algorithm
were determined experimentally. The radial basis (radbas)
transfer function was used for the hidden layer and the linear
(purelin) transfer function for the output layer. The Bayesian
regularization back-propagation (trainbr) algorithm [27]
was exploited in training, and the sum squared error (sse) as
the error function in training. Matlab (version 7.11) software
with the Neural Network Toolbox (version 7.0) was used for
the data processing.

4. Results

4.1. Modelling of Turbidity. The variables selected for
water turbidity using MLR and MLP are presented in
Tables 3 and 4, respectively. Evolution curves for the selecting
of variables using the MLR and MLP techniques are shown in
Figure 2. The results for predicting the validation data using
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Table 3: Variables selected for turbidity using multiple linear
regression.

Round Variables
Correlation
coefficient

(C)

1 Aluminium dose 0.55

2 Intake from the pikkala reservoir 0.62

3 Turbidity of raw water 0.66

4
Proportion of Lake Humaljärvi/Pikkala
reservoir water intake

0.70

5 Colour of raw water 0.71

6 KMnO4 of raw water 0.71

7 Flocculation pH 0.71

8 Water temperature 0.71

9 Aluminium dose/raw water KMnO4 0.71

10 Silicates in raw water 0.71

Table 4: Variables selected for turbidity using multilayer percep-
trons.

Round Variables
Correlation
coefficient

(C)

1 Aluminium dose 0.56

2 Intake from the pikkala reservoir 0.66

3 Turbidity of raw water 0.70

4
Proportion of Lake Humaljärvi/Pikkala
reservoir water intake

0.75

5 Water temperature 0.75

6 KMnO4 of raw water 0.76

7 Flocculation pH 0.77

8 Intake from Lake Humaljärvi 0.78

9 KMnO4 of raw water 0.76

10 pH of raw water 0.77

MLR and MLP with 8 variables are given in Figures 3 and 4,
respectively.

In addition, a two-sample F-test was conducted between
the outputs of the MLR and MLP models with 8 variables.
The test showed that the null hypothesis cannot be rejected
with a P value of 0.5323 using the 0.95 confidence level; that
is, there is no significant difference between the linear and
nonlinear models.

4.2. Modelling of Residual Aluminium. The variables selected
for residual aluminium in the water using MLR and MLP are
presented in Tables 5 and 6, respectively. Evolution curves for
the selecting of variables using linear regression and the MLP
technique are shown in Figure 5. The results for predicting
the validation data using MLR and MLP with 8 variables are
given in Figures 6 and 7, respectively.

In addition, a two-sample F-test was conducted between
the outputs of the MLR and MLP models with the 8 variables.
The test showed that the null hypothesis can be rejected with
a 0.95 confidence and a P value of 0.0485 that is, there is
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Figure 2: Evolution curves for turbidity. The goodness of the model
improves at first as variables are added, but then the improvement
gradually stops.
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Figure 3: Observed turbidity and the values predicted by the MLR
model when using the 8 best variables.

a statistically significant difference between the linear and
nonlinear models.

5. Discussion

The quality of drinking water is an important matter,
because water of low quality may cause health-related and
economic problems which have a considerable impact on
people’s daily lives. Monitoring and controlling water quality
is a challenging task; however, as the quality of water in
a treatment process may be affected by numerous factors
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Figure 4: Observed turbidity and the values predicted by the MLP
model when using the 8 best variables.

Table 5: Variables selected for residual aluminium using multiple
linear regression (MLR).

Round Variables
Correlation
coefficient

(C)

1 Water temperature 0.72

2 Aluminium dose/raw water KMnO4 0.79

3 Silicates in raw water 0.81

4 pH of raw water 0.81

5 Hardness of raw water 0.82

6 Flocculation pH 0.82

7 Conductivity of raw water 0.82

8 Total intake of water 0.82

9 Surface level of Lake Humaljärvi 0.82

10 Colour of raw water 0.82

which are either not thoroughly known or which have not
been verified on an experimental basis. The modelling of
water quality has, therefore, become more important in
recent years.

Both linear and nonlinear modelling methods were used
in this paper to model turbidity and residual aluminium in
a water treatment process. The general conclusion is that in
both cases the goodness of the nonlinear model was slightly
better than that of the linear one, which would indicate that
both problems have some nonlinear features. On the other
hand, the improvement in the goodness of the model is not
great, which seems to suggest that simpler computational
methods may be applicable to these problems.

Table 6: Variables selected for residual aluminium using multilayer
perceptrons (MLPs).

Round Variables
Correlation
coefficient

(C)

1 Water temperature 0.76

2 Aluminium dose/raw water KMnO4 0.86

3 Silicates in raw water 0.88

4 Surface level of Lake Humaljärvi 0.88

5 Hardness of raw water 0.88

6 Turbidity of raw water 0.89

7 Aluminium dose 0.90

8 pH of raw water 0.91

9 KMnO4 of raw water 0.89

10 Aluminium feed 0.91
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Figure 5: Evolution curves for residual aluminium. The goodness
of the model improves at first as variables are added, and then the
improvement gradually stops.

As for turbidity, the results (see Figure 3) show that the
linear model is able to predict the generic trend, whereas
the majority of the peaks are modelled better by MLP (see
Figure 4). It seems, however, that the reasons for some of
the sharp peaks remain obscure regardless of the method
used. In particular, the F-test test did not show any significant
difference between the linear and nonlinear model. Overall, it
is reasonable to use the linear method if the objective is only
to reveal generic trends and the nonlinear one if the objective
is to predict the extreme values as accurately as possible.
In addition, MLR is more suitable for applications which
require explicit models or fast calculation, for example, in
adaptive soft sensors.
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Figure 6: Observed residual aluminium and the values predicted by
the MLR model when using the 8 best variables.
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Figure 7: Observed residual aluminium and the values predicted by
the MLP model when using the 8 best variables.

Slightly better models can be achieved for residual
aluminium (see Table 5). In fact, the fit of the nonlinear
model for aluminium (C ≈ 0.9) is very good. Beside
producing more accurate estimates, MLP also seems to be
superior to the linear method because it is able to predict
both the generic trend and the concentration peaks, whereas
the linear method cannot find the reasons for the peaks, as
can be seen in Figures 6 and 7. In addition, the F-test showed
a statistically significant difference between the models. MLP

may, therefore, be regarded as the preferable method for
modelling residual aluminium.

The results of variable selection indicate that most of the
phenomena behind residual aluminium could be explained
with two of the best correlating variables (temperature and Al
dose/KMnO4 ratio), whereas aluminium dose, intake from
the Pikkala reservoir, and turbidity of raw water were the
best variables for explaining the turbidity. In the sense of
water chemistry, the most important process parameters are
usually Al dose and pH [2]. According to our results, the Al
dose (or Al/KMnO4 ratio) is an important variable, because
it was selected in the second round of variable selection.
This implies that there could be potential for optimizing the
dosing of Al, for example, by making a more sophisticated
controller for dosing. In contrast, the pH value was not
among the most important variables, which implies that the
pH value would be already optimized in the process.

Furthermore, it is worth remembering that the selected
variables are not necessarily the same as those which have the
best correlations with turbidity or residual aluminium (see
Tables 1 and 2). This is because the variable selected in each
round is always the one that adds most information to the
model in the particular round. In other words, the procedure
for selecting variables takes multivariate interactions into
account, whereas calculating the simple correlations does
not.

According to the literature [9, 11, 17], water hydrology
and water treatment processes have a nonlinear nature,
so nonlinear methods should be used in the modelling.
However, the results show no significant difference in the
turbidity case, and only a small difference in the residual
aluminium case between the linear and nonlinear models.
One possible explanation would be phenomena such as
seasonality or episodic events affecting the process. In this
case such phenomena would be water temperature (strong
seasonal dependence) and intake from Pikkala (episodic
event). This is supported by the fact that it has been
shown earlier that seasonality or episodic events also have
a strong influence on the water treatment processes [7, 8].
Sometimes nonlinear models may give better results than
linear ones, but a large part of the nonlinearity may arise
from the seasonality and/or episodic events and, on the
other hand, from the multivariate interactions between the
variables connected with these phenomena. In this case, we
could find the variables explaining these phenomena using
a linear multivariate method, and the resulting model could
capture most of this behaviour, so that especially in the case
of turbidity the difference between the two methods used
was not significant. Thus, nonlinear models are not always
needed, although they can somewhat improve the goodness
of models.

The results show that the approach used here has several
benefits. The approach itself is evidently flexible regardless
of the computational method, and it has a high computing
power. Trained with real process data, the method is also able
to adapt to exceptional situations in the process. In addition,
the approach is suitable for cases where the physical processes
are not well known or are highly complex. Generally
speaking, although the resulting models assimilated good
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prediction abilities, they could have been improved later by
adding more data samples or some process variables that
were not used on this occasion.

Some limitations in the performance of the approach
may follow from the fact that the variable selection was
implemented by adding variables to the model one by
one. This means that all the possible combinatorial effects
were not evaluated as they would be in more sophisticated
approaches. It is, therefore, possible that there may be two
or more variables whose mutual interaction may have a
considerable effect on the concentration, although their
individual effects on the model may be insignificant. On the
other hand, the forward selection method makes variable
selection robust with regard to interdependences between
the variables. It would certainly be possible to model the
influence of all combinations of variables, but in reality the
computing time required for that would be long, especially
in processes involving a large number of variables, and this
would obviously reduce the usability of the method in any
real-world process applications. The correlations observed
here are nevertheless of the same order as those observed by
[9], who did not use variable selection in their approach.

Data-based modelling has been used in various water
treatment applications in recent years, for example, for pre-
dicting raw water quality parameters, optimal flocculation
dosages, or the quality parameters of treated water [11, 17].
This study shows that data-based modelling combined with
variable selection provides an efficient tool for analysing
specific problems affecting water treatment processes. In
addition, it shows that online data and process data can
be combined in the same data set for these purposes.
Furthermore, there is no need to select the variables to be
included in the model manually, because they can be selected
during modelling by the procedure of variable selection.
In addition, this study shows that nonlinear models are
not always necessary if simpler and more explicit linear
multivariate models perform well enough.

The method has many potential applications. First of
all, regression models can be used as real-time prediction
models for estimating water quality parameters. In addition,
predictive models can be used for proactive management of
the process and for forecasting or evaluating water quality
and the risks related to it. Process diagnostics is another
potential field of application. The selecting of variables,
for example, provides valuable information on the factors
affecting water quality. Moreover, it is possible to construct
a data-based soft sensor for water quality parameters which
could be used further for control or fault detection purposes.

When used off-line, the model can help to evaluate
quality and/or risk aspects of water safety in different
scenarios, including the accumulation of aluminium in
consumers. Using virtual process interfaces, it is possible to
obtain a better understanding of these things and to conduct
scenario analyses based on process histories. The variable
selection technique allows the most efficient variables to be
selected for the piloting phase, which will reduce the number
of pilot tests. Laboratory tests may still be needed after
modelling, but the number of variables can be limited to
the most effective ones. Overall, the approach as introduced

here provides a simple and economical tool for analysing
and optimizing water treatment processes and a fruitful way
of investigating interactions between the variables affecting
these processes.

6. Conclusions

As drinking water quality guidelines continue to become
more stringent, modelling methods which utilize process
histories will offer valuable tools for process modelling
and control in water treatment plants and provide an
alternative to conventional methodologies. Moreover, these
modelling techniques allow such utilities to increase their
process knowledge and, therefore, facilitate process control.
The results are promising as far as the wider use of the
data-driven selection of variables and modelling in water
treatment processes is concerned, and the approach used
here undoubtedly has considerable potential.
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